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1. Introduction

The analysis for software dependability is considered
an important task within the software engineering life
cycle. However, it is often impossible to carry out this
task due to the complexity of available tools, lack of ex-
pert personnel and time-to-market pressures. As a re-
sult, released software versions may present unverified
dependability properties subjecting customers to blind
software reliability assessment. In particular, concur-
rent systems present certain behaviour that require a
more complex system analysis not easily grasped at
system design and architecture level.

In previous work, we defined a technique to predict
software system reliability based on scenario specifi-
cations [3]. The technique relies on LTSA, the La-
belled Transition Systems Analyser tool [4], which pro-
vides scenario-based model synthesis and model check-
ing capabilities to support the analysis. In a follow-up
work [2], we devised a UML profile for reliability analy-
sis by extending the UML 2.0 specification to support
reliability prediction using our LTSA-based approach.
In doing that, we have defined basic mechanisms to
structure models consistently and to express formally
the semantics of the model in a UML-standard way.

In this demo, we present an extension of LTSA
that facilitates our approach to reliability prediction.
LTSA allows the use of behavioural models for dis-
tributed systems as prototypes to explore system be-
haviour, and automated checking of model compliance
to properties (i.e., model checking). To support reli-
ability prediction, our new extensions allow annotat-
ing a scenario specification with probabilities and us-
ing LTSA to process the resulting scenarios. In this
context, scenarios are partial descriptions of how com-
ponents interact to provide system functionality. A
scenario specification is formed by composing multiple
scenarios possibly from different stakeholders. The en-
hanced tool then compiles these annotated scenarios by
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applying stochastic Finite State Process (FSP) genera-
tion. Finally, our new LTSA plugin performs reliability
analysis from the generated probabilistic architectural
model.

The advantages of using LTSA for reliability analy-
sis are twofold. Firstly, the tool enables the system
stakeholder to model the system closer to their own
perspective instead of requiring the users to provide
very fine grained state machine models of the system.
Secondly, it provides the ability of identifying inter-
actions that arise from the concurrent nature of the
system’s behaviour, the so-called implied scenarios [5],
which can potentially decrease the system’s reliabil-
ity. These two benefits together make LTSA a suitable
tool for reliability analysis. However, the purpose of
the tool is not to model all the component interactions
of a system. The main aim is to provide a bird’s eye
view of the system focusing on reliability, and to iden-
tify components and scenario transitions with higher
impact on a system’s reliability by means of sensitivity
analysis.

2. Tool Environment and Demo

In Figure 1 we depict some screenshots of the ma-
jor environments involved in the reliability analysis in
LTSA. The process of reliability computation starts at
modelling the HMSCs (Figure 1(a)), and the annota-
tion of probability information on those scenario tran-
sitions representing choices. The next step is the mod-
elling of the BMSCs (Figure 1(b)), and the annotation
of the components with their reliabilities. After the
modelling and annotation step is concluded, the con-
struction of the probabilistic architectural model can
be performed. Figure 1(c) depicts the synthesized LTS
with probability information on the transition between
states. The following step is to use the reliability plugin
to compute the system reliability from the synthesized
architectural model.

We demonstrate our reliability analysis extension to
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(a) An Annotated HMSC Scenario

(b) A Annotated BMSC scenario

(c) A Component Final Probabilistic Com-
posed Model

Figure 1. Reliability Computation Using LTSA

LTSA using two examples: one toy example and one
real system used as a case study. Our toy example, is
the Boiler system we used in previous papers to illus-
trate the extended LTSA to support reliability analysis.
This includes automated support for sensitivity analy-
sis in order to identify those components and scenario
transitions that have the highest impact on system re-
liability.

Our case study is the Condor system [1], a distrib-
uted job scheduler and resource management system,
which provides high throughput computing. In order
to guarantee high availability of resources, Condor ex-
tensively uses the fail over mechanism, which is es-

sentially fault tolerance via replication of the various
CPU resources to execute jobs. As soon as a resource
fails, the job execution is immediately transferred to
another available resource until execution finishes. We
show how our analysis captures the impact of fail over
on the reliability of Condor, and reveal how we ab-
stracted the intricacies of modelling such a complex
system to analyse its reliability.

The demonstration of both examples proceeds ac-
cording to the following steps:

1. Scenarios annotation.

2. Scenarios compilation and synthesis of probabilis-
tic architectural model.

3. Reliability computation.

4. Implied scenarios verification.

5. Synthesis of the new architectural model, now tak-
ing into account the implied scenarios.

6. Finally, reliability computation of the new archi-
tectural model and comparison of the results from
the first and the second runs.
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